
O�ne of the pleasures of producing�
is meeting invited guest�

speakers for an informal conversation�
over coffee.  In the case of Lisa Pryor –�
our first guest speaker for 2012 –�
although there is plenty of information on�
the net, had I not met her face-to-face, I�
would have missed out on the personality�
behind the facts.�  tells me�
1978 is her date of birth, but Lisa's pride�
in being�Balmain-born�had to be seen to�
be appreciated.  Online, more details�
follow:  educated at Ravenswood with a�
perfect score in the HSC, followed by an�
Arts/Law degree with first-class honours;�
a career in journalism with� ;�
enrolment to study medicine at Sydney University; and two�
published books in her� .�

All true.  But in our corner of the café sits a pram with a�
newborn baby boy, and her daughter aged two and a half is�
at kindy.  It's clear that this self-confessed high achiever is�
no slouch!  Given that Lisa's first book –�

explores the lure of high-flying jobs in corporate law, and�
the subsequent waste of “the best and brightest” who could�
be engaged in much more valuable pursuits, I assumed Lisa�
followed university with a stint in one of Sydney's corporate�
law firms.  Not so.  Spending one day a week in various such�
companies during her student years was more than enough�
to convince Lisa that this was not the right path.  So sure�
was she that, at the start of her final year, she began�
applying for trainee-ships in the media;  and so began Lisa's�
career as a journalist.�

Some eight years, and 200 weekly col-�
umns later, Lisa became disillusioned�
with journalism and, having developed a�
strong interest in science, decided to take�
up medicine.  Just as the first book had�
been commissioned as a result of one of�
Lisa's weekly columns, it was a piece on�
the legalisation of recreational drugs that�
led to another commission (this time�
from Richard Walsh at Allen & Unwin)�
to write�   To�
quote from the publisher's description, it�
“questions why the only dialogue we have�
about them involves prohibition, when�
most people who use recreational drugs�

don't become addicted or otherwise affected”.  And from its�
opening chapter:  “This is a different sort of book – it's about�
what is left unsaid in the public conversation about drugs”.�

In such interviews I always ask about early life, influences,�
interests, and reading preferences.  Knowing Lisa's mum�
(FOBL member, and Open Book Group regular) Di  and her�
husband have always been intrepid travellers, it was no�
surprise when Lisa cited independence and life experiences,�
gained through back-packing all over the world as a child,�
as important factors in enjoying a successful and happy life.�
But she was equally emphatic that having a safe base to�
venture from is a most important aspect of becoming�
independent.�

was written, for the most part,�
in the Reading Room of Balmain Library!  Although it is a�
controversial subject, it is of note that, during Lisa’s time�

as SMH’s Opinion Page Editor,�
a majority of letters on this�
topic were in favour of some�
form of decriminalisation.�
Since a great deal of research ,�
and personal experience, has�
gone into both�

and�
we are no doubt�

in for quite a stimulating, and�
thought-provoking, evening with�
Lisa Pryor.�
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Welcome to 2012, the National Year of Reading,�
and to yet another year filled with a diverse and�
extensive range of activities, events and resources�
to participate in, and enjoy, at Balmain Library!�

New Bookcase�
Drop in and check out the�
beautiful new cedar bookcase,�
under the clock, that Neil from�
Council has built  to house the�
FOBL donation of Nobel-Prize-�
for-Literature Collection.�

e-Titles�
E-titles are coming – in a big�
way – to your library, very soon!�
You should notice a huge increase in electronic�
media by the end of June.�

www.catalogue.lmc.nsw.gov.au�

e-Newsletter�
The first edition of the monthly Library e-Newsletter�
will already have hit your computers or devices by�
the time�Bookworm� is published.  We hope you enjoy�
reading this new publication which will keep you up�
to date with everything going on in your library service.�

Children’s Activities�
Balmain Library introduced two new sessions of�
Baby Bounce� from the beginning of March.�Baby�
Bounce�, aimed at the 0 - 2 year olds, now is held on:�

Tuesday 11 am�
Wednesday  9.30�and� 11 am�

Thursday 9.30 am�
And don’t forget�Wiggle & Jiggle� for the 2 - 3 year�
olds on a Tuesday morning at 9.30 ... and�Story Time�
for the 3 - 5 year olds each Thursday morning at 11am.�

Primary school age children don’t miss out with�Rock�
Paper Scissors�held on the first Thursday afternoon�
of each month from 3.30pm.�

As well as all the usual pre-school activities including�
an�Easter Egg Hunt� in our usual�Story Time� slot,�
there will also be primary-school-age programmes�
beginning with a special�Easter-Themed�Rock�Paper�

Scissors� to kick off the school holidays! (for children�
aged 5 -12 years)�

As hard as it is to believe,�Where’s Wally� is turning�
25 – and to celebrate we’ll be having a party!  The�
Where’s Wally� 25�th� Birthday Party� will be held at�
Balmain Library on Wednesday 18�th� April from 2 pm.�
Birthday cake will definitely be on the menu! (for�
children aged 5 -12 years)�

Another great holiday event planned for Balmain�
Library is on Wednesday 11�th� April, also at 2 pm ...�

Case 005: the mystery message in a bottle –�
a detective program in the�Super Sleuth� Series.�

... with pa�rticipants being asked to help solve a 50-�
year old mystery!  (for children aged 5 -12 years)�

All events are free, and are specifically age-targeted�
... so bring the children along to the library and try out�
one of these special school-holiday activities.�
However, bookings are essential!�
You can also check the library website for the latest�
listings of all Children’s Activities at both Leichhardt�
and Balmain  …�www.leichhardt.nsw.gov.au/�
  Storytimes- - -Activities.html�

Young Adult Author Talks�
• Pip Harry�
Older teens can come and be inspired – during�
National Youth Week – by freelance journalist and�
emerging Australian author Pip Harry.�

Her debut novel,�I’ll tell you mine,�
is due out in March 2012.  Pip’s�
talk will be at Balmain Library on�
Friday 20�th� April at 2 pm.�

• Melina Marchetta�
High School students can spend�
an afternoon with the highly-�
acclaimed Young Adult Author�
Melina Marchetta.�

                Some of her�
                     titles include�Looking for Alibrandi,�
 Saving Francesca,� and her most�
 recently published�Froi of the Exiles�.�

 Melina will be at Balmain library on�
 Thursday 12�th� July at 2 pm.�

Edition 1  :  March 2010�Edition 1  :  March 2010�

EX LIBRIS ...�
           with Balmain Librarian Melinda Hammer�

... Continues page 3�
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Author Talks for the Adults�
• Lisa Heidke�
Join Lisa Heidke for a discussion of her new book�
Stella makes good� – which is her fourth�chick lit�
novel.  Lisa will not only be talking about her new�
book, but divulging how she manages to juggle�
writing with real life!�

Although Lisa has already talked�
at Balmain Library [on Tuesday�
March 6], if you missed it you still�
have a ‘second chance’ as she�
is also speaking at Leichhardt�
Library, on Wednesday March�
21�st� from 6.30 pm.�

• Chris Karas�
Long-standing sports editor of�The Weekly Times�
newspaper at Ryde, and life member of the Balmain�
Junior League and Leichhardt�
Wanderers, Chris Karas will be�
talking about his book�Friends for�
Life : the Leichhardt Wanderers�
Story� – at Balmain Library on�
Wednesday 4�th� April at 6.30 pm,�
and at Leichhardt Library on�
Thursday 26�th� April at 6.30 pm.�

• Stephanie Dowrick�
Local, best-selling author Stephanie Dowrick will be�
talking at Balmain Library on Tuesday evening 1�st� May�
from 6.30 pm.�Rev. Dr Stephanie Dowrick, PhD�,�
is widely known as the author of a number of�
innovative books on life-changing topics including�
personal, social and ethical development.�

Stephanie has the rare�
distinction of having written�
four No.1 best-selling books!�
These include: �Intimacy and�
Solitude, Forgiveness and�
Other Acts of Love, The�
Universal Heart,� and �Choosing�
Happiness: Life & Soul�
Essentials�.�

Other of her books are:�Creative Journal Writing�and�
The Almost-Perfect Marriage�.�

• Walter Mason�
Come along and listen to Walter Mason as he talks�
about his first book� Destination Saigon�, a funny,�

EX LIBRIS�
touching and truly unique journey through con-�
temporary Vietnam.�Destination Saigon� was named�
one of the ten best travel books of 2010 by�The�
Sydney Morning Herald�.�

Walter Mason will be�
talking at Balmain Library�
on Tuesday 29�th� May,�
from 6.30 pm, and again�
at Leichhardt Library on�
Thursday 28�th� June, at�
6.30 pm�.�

Charles Dickens�
2012 is not only the National Year of Reading but it�
also marks the 200�th� anniversary of Charles Dickens'�
birth.  To celebrate, Balmain and Leichhardt Libraries�
will be hosting Helen Moulder’s solo play�Playing�
Miss Havisham� : at Leichhardt Library on 11�th� May�
and at Balmain Library on 13�th� June�.�
Come along and be entertained by the play – and the�
opportunity to discuss various aspects of the work,�
afterwards.   Bookings essential !�

Seniors Week : 19�th� – 25�th� March�
Come celebrate Seniors Week at the library!�

Monday Morning Music� : 19�th� March you can sit,�
have a cup of tea and a piece of cake, and enjoy the�
beautiful music of singer, songwriter and guitarist�
Alan Watters as he entertains in the Balmain Library�
courtyard.�

Or, come and learn how to harness the�Qi in the body�
in order to extend your quality of life and well-being.�
This free workshop is at Balmain Library on�
Thursday 22�nd� March from 3 to 4 pm.�

Leichhardt Library is also hosting free workshops on�
Financial Information Services on Monday 19�th� March�
and� on�Using Centrelink and Medicare services�
online�, on Thursday 22�nd� March.�

Devonshire tea will be served on both occasions ...�
but bookings are essential!�

Interesting Activities for Adults�
Want to join a book club that meets in the evening?�
Come along to the library�Evening�Reading Book�
Club� which meets monthly (on the second Tuesday)�
from 6.30 to 8.00 pm.  Enjoy a cup of tea or coffee�
and discuss a good read.  Titles for each month are�
listed on our website, or grab a flyer from the library.�

The�Knitting / Crochet group� is also meeting in�
preparation for the 10�th� anniversary of the ABC�Wrap�
with Love Knit-In.�  This group meets irregularly, on a�
Friday morning (from 10am to noon) so check the�
library website, or give Balmain Library a ring, for dates.�

The�Balmain Library Writing Group� meets the 3�rd�
Wednesday of each month from 6pm.�

There’s always something happening at�
Balmain Library – so pop in and say�

hello to the friendly helpful staff�
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Since our first meeting in February, the FOBL�
Committee has been considering some extra�
events to commemorate this national initiative.�
There will be the usual number of speakers�
spread throughout the year – with a very special�
guest invited for September – and we will be�
extending our�Writing Competition� to also�
include secondary students.� But there will also�
be a couple of extra events, as well as an�
invitation to members of FOBL, and library�
users, to vote for their favourite, or best, books!�

Along the lines of the ABC Classic FM radio�
music surveys, we are calling ours�The FOBL�
Classic 100 Books�.� You will have noticed a�
voting slip enclosed in this newsletter, with all�
the information supplied.   We look forward to�
an enthusiastic response to this survey as it will�
be published in our�Special 50�th� Edition of�
Bookworm�,�coming up in August or September.�

Also on the calendar is a�
“Bring & Buy Book Sale”�
– our first for a few years –�
on a date yet to be deter-�
mined ... but most likely�
around mid-July.  Take a�
look at those groaning�
bookshelves and start�
putting aside any already�
read, unread, or unwanted books for recycling,�
as they can all help raise funds for our library.�
Further details will be available in the late-April�
edition of�Bookworm,�as well as on our website.�

Quite a few years ago – September 2005 in fact�
– we ran a very popular event:�a seminar on�
the subject of reading groups�.  Later this year�
we plan a repeat, but this time we want to�
include a session on E-readers!  At this stage�
Saturday 20�th� October� is the most likely date,�
but please keep an eye on future�Bookworms,�
and our website, for more details as they are�
finalised.�

Of course, in the wider community, there will be�
events in libraries, schools, bookshops, and�
other places, under the aegis of The National�
Year of Reading.  Have a look at�Love2Read�on�
the internet, or sign up to their Facebook Page.�
It is truly amazing the number of ambassadors,�
scheduled events, competitions, and ways to�
become involved.�

But, back at the local level, we need your�
involvement on the FOBL Committee!�
In order to continue with our support of�
Balmain Library, through speaker events,�
competitions, seminars, book sales, and so on,�
ideally we need a Committee of twelve�
members. At this year's Annual General�
Meeting, we will therefore be looking for two,�
perhaps three, new members to nominate for�
election to the Committee.  We meet for a couple�
of hours once a month (except in January) –�
usually at 2 pm on a Wednesday – in the meeting�
room at Balmain Library.  Our current�
committee works very well together and has�
lots of ideas and interesting plans for the years�
to come.�

Please consider joining us for the future benefit�
of arguably our most important community�
facility – the Balmain Library.  Likewise, please�

feel free to contact us by�
e-mail should you like�
some further information�
about the aims and plans�
of FOBL, and the library:�

 info@fobl.org.au�

The�  kicks off in�
March – and we hope you can all join in!�

They will be screening a series of great films ... that had started�
out as books and went on to become films.�

The idea is that you first read the book, and then come and�
see the film adaptations. �

Later in the year, during the�  in Norton�
Street, Balmain Library shall be screening a film from the�
previous year's festival.�

Then, during the�  – which�
is supported by Sydney College of the Arts in Rozelle – they�
will be screening one of their old films.�

Popcorn and soft drink will be served, to add to that old�
movie-going ambience.�

All these films will be screened upstairs in the Balmain Town�
Hall – and a discussion will follow afterwards.�

The first film on the list is�  – a truly�
great Italo-Australian story, set in the Leichhardt area.�

Check with the library for details ... but remember that�
bookings are essential.�
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FOBL publishes�2010� &�2011� YOUNG WRITERS�
– in a book available for purchase�

Inspired by this comment, FOBL is proud�
to announce that stories from the finalists�
in our Writing Competitions of 2010 and�
2011 have been published.�

A specially-designed book� ,�
which showcases the imaginative writing�
of our young entrants, is now available.�

This book can be purchased for the�
special price of $10.00 per copy from the�
Balmain Library, or from�

, Darling Street, Balmain, and�
we would like to encourage all members�
to support this, FOBL’s first publishing�

venture – as it is our wish to be able to�
print the work of future writing�
competition finalists in a similar manner,�
if there is sufficient interest.�

Should you be unable to purchase the�
book from the above venues, FOBL can�
deliver to addresses on the Balmain�
peninsula. Please mail your payment of�
$10.00 per book�

, with your name and address for�
delivery (please note, we cannot deliver to�
PO boxes).�

Should you live outside the peninsula, and�
/ or require a book to be posted, please�
add $5.00 to your order for postage and�
packing - i.e. each posted book will be�
$15.00.�

FOBL has the greatest respect for the�
work of these young writers, and it is�
hoped that, through the publication of�
their work in this manner, we are�
providing them with additional�
encouragement for the future.�

Balmain Library�
Opening Hours�

 Monday :  9.30 am  –  5.30 pm�
 Tuesday :  9.30 am  –  8.00 pm�
 Wednesday : 9.30 am  –  8.00 pm�
 Thursday :  9.30 am  –  5.30 pm�
 Friday :  9.30 am  –  5.30 pm�
 Saturday :  9.30 am  –  4.00 pm�
 Sunday :  10    am  –  4.00 pm�
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FOBL and Balmain Institute�
Joint Event�

In November last year,� Balmain Institute�and� Friends of�
Balmain Library�presented a Q&A Forum on the subject�
Libraries: Who Needs Them?�

Chaired by Prof. Jane Rousseau, a panel of four - author�
and academic Michael Wilding, Arts Council member�
Sue Boaden, Library Consultant Ellen Forsyth, and�
Daniel Ferguson, Librarian and Executive Member of�
The Friends of Libraries Australia (FOLA) – responded�
to a series of questions from the floor, but which had�
been submitted prior to the evening's discussion.�

Questions were divided along three themes / issues:�
1 Technology and the paper book�
2 Libraries and the new technologies for�

community use�
3 Funding, financing and organising into the�

future – AND are local governments the best�
option for development and equity of provision?�

Quite a lot of the discussion centred on problems of�
space in libraries, both university and public institutions.�
For example Michael Wilding regretted the recent�
removal of 50,000 books from Fisher – specifically that�
the selection of discarded material was based on�borrow-�
ing�rather than�browsing�(which, of course, is not�
quantifiable).�

However, as Daniel Ferguson pointed out, in a recent�
informal survey of 100 students, when asked “Do you�
use books?” 95% said “No”  – “information is in the�
palm of my hand”.  He added that different age groups�
have different perspectives, and these differences need to�
be taken into account.�

Funding issues are very important of course.  It will, in�
time, be cheaper to hold e-books in library catalogues�
although, with the likes of�Amazon�capping the retail cost�
at $10, there is not much in it for an author.�

Ellen Forsyth outlined some advantages with e-books:�
the reader can choose the format – large print for�
visually-impaired for instance.  Taken to its extreme,�
library buildings could disappear as borrowing needs no�
intermediary   other than the internet.  Ellen believes that�
libraries will need to change:  to become places that�
collect and store unique local histories;  to merge with�
other types of local institutions, such as has occurred�
already in Albury, with the Library and Museum being�
housed together;   and become “cultural centres” in a�
much more inclusive way.�

On the issue of funding, it was suggested that State�
governments are not necessarily the best source.�
Currently, just $39 from each taxpayer is allocated to�
fund public libraries – an amount that is inadequate to�
keep up with new technologies.  Michael Wilding�
suggested that private, fee-paying, libraries may come�
back into vogue (before 1950 there were many such�
libraries).  But it was pointed out that legislation in NSW�
enshrines�free� public libraries, so unless there is a great�
change, privatisation is not possible.�

Ellen Forsyth and Sue Boaden were both advocates of�
libraries as focal points in a community.  Despite the new�
technologies, there is no other facility as important as a�
local library;  but each and every one  needs to be tailored�
to its particular area and demographic.�

There was consensus that libraries need to look at�
different models – for example, incorporating film�
groups, cafés, social network sites, learning centres, etc.,�
etc.  Hours are being extended and usage is always�
increasing –�public libraries are a success story.�

All in all, the evening was a great success:  well-attended,�
with a good sprinkling of FOBL members, and the�
discussion was both lucid and thought-provoking.�

Jointly-organised events such as these help raise the�
profile of both our community groups and, in this case,�
gave us the opportunity to demonstrate the vital rôle�
FOBL plays in promoting our library service.�

Editor's Postscript:�

March has seen�The Sydney Morning Herald�'s Opinion Page�
abuzz with letters regarding "quiet" libraries.  Below is an�
abbreviated response to two contributors who object to�
noisy library users.  Because 75-year old Patrick Dodds of�
Wahroonga touches on some of the many issues raised by�
the�Q & A Forum�, I felt it apposite to print part of his�
recent letter  (March 10-11, 2012: p.20).�

Diana Wyndham and Gordon Hodges (Letters, March 8) believe�
barbarians are inside the library gates because people actually�
talk there.  Some people, shock horror, go there and read things�
on computers.  Devil worship, apparently.  End of the world as�
we know it.... In my youth I would wade through numerous�
tomes and spend a lot of time seeking information.  Now I�
Google�®�and that quickly leads me to the specific books I need. �
Magic.  That's what young people are doing.  We are all reading�
just as many books as we always did, we are just doing it in a�
different way.  If you don't like the interaction between people�
or the chat in the cafe there are always quiet places in all libraries�
for readers and researchers to do their thing.�

Computer facilities are attracting more people into libraries. �
Without them there will be less government funding ... Had�
libraries not changed there would be far fewer of them ... They�
are supermarkets of knowledge, interconnected by the web to the�
other great libraries of the world.  They are vibrant, exciting�
places in which to learn from, or just enjoy, all the literature and�
history that has accumulated throughout the ages.  Diana and�
Gordon, join us barbarians.  We are indeed inside the gates and�
loving it.�
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Miscellaneous Matters�
OAM for FOBL MEMBER�
Debbie Nicholls has been awarded an�

 for Service to the Community.  As many of you�
know, Debbie has worked tirelessly for the welfare and�
rights of refugees and asylum seekers through two local�
organisations –� and�

In her usual modest fashion, Debbie said in an interview�
for last month's� : “I am accepting the�
award on behalf of all refugee advocates who work�
so hard for people who are often in dangerous and�
difficult circumstances.  I hope the award will raise�
awareness about the plight of refugees and the many�
ways people can help.”�

Congratulations Debbie – you certainly deserve the�
recognition and approbation.�

  BOOKCASE�
Library users may have noticed a beautiful new timber�
bookcase positioned below the antique clock at the�
back of the Fiction Section.  This has been installed to�
specifically hold the collection of� winning�
books which is soon to be purchased, and donated to�
Balmain Library, from funds raised by FOBL.�

Titles will be added gradually to form as complete a set�
as possible (acknowledging that some authors' works�
will be out of print and thus unavailable).�

And, as these titles will appear in the library catalogue,�
these books will be available for loan in the usual manner.�

LOCAL CHILDREN'S BOOK AUTHOR�
More than twenty years after her first children's book�

was published� long-time Balmain resident�
Jennifer Walsh** has a new treat for readers aged 10 and�
over.� has four children, Andrea,�
Kitty, David and Martin, exploring the tunnels and caves�
underneath Balmain.�

A brief description from publisher Allen & Unwin's sets�
the scene: “a spooky old house, a historical mystery, an�
underground mine and a rising tide ... the stage is set for�
an exciting, real-life adventure.”� reviewer�
Kathy Kozlowski recommends it for its “fascinating blend�
of past and present stories, for the authentic portrayal�
of the four resourceful kids, and for its exciting plot”.�
It seems as if this would be a great addition to our local�
schools' libraries, as well as being a good choice for�
birthday and Christmas gifts for our children and�
grandchildren.�

**�Editor's Note�:  Jennifer Walsh is better known as Jenny�
Spence, wife of FOBL patron Bruce, and mother of two�
adult children raised and educated on the peninsula.�

THE ACTORS' FORUM – MAY PERFORMANCE�
Directed by Jacqueline Kott, David Williamson's�

is not just one of his usual comedies.  It�
presents a serious conflict between an idealistic young�
writer and a world-famous and charismatic foreign�
correspondent.  Although exposing the fact that non-�
political reportage is often biased by the beliefs of the�
writer, it is a play rich in humour and, as with all�
Williamson's work, is highly topical and eminently�
enjoyable.�

Date & Time�:   Sunday May 20 at 2 pm�

Place�:   St Andrew's Congregational Church Hall�
 Cnr. Darling St & Curtis Rd., Balmain�
Cost�:   $ 20/ $ 15 concession�
 Ticket Sales at door�  ...�one hour�
 before performance�

METROPOLITAN CHAMBER ORCHESTRA�
The second concert of the MCO’s fourth season will be�
held in Leichhardt Town Hall on Sunday, April 1, at 3 pm.�
Although Balmain misses out this time, subsequent�
performances will be back in Balmain for the rest of the�
year.  To check on programming, pricing, etc., go to their�
website:  www.metorchestra.com.au.�

We are extremely fortunate to have such an orchestra�
right on our doorstep – at reasonable prices, and�
offering, in their words, “accessible, energetic, premium-�
standard performances at local venues”.�

BALMAIN LIBRARY COMPUTER COURSES�
Balmain Library offers beginner computer courses�
throughout the year. These courses include beginner�
sessions on general computer use, e-mail, word, and the�
internet.  If you would rather teach yourself from home,�
try the Dynamic Learning Online or Computer Skills.net�
electronic resources via the E-resource tab on the library�
website – this resource offers you a step-by-step guide on�
how to use various functions of the computer, including�
Social Networking, Vista, and Word.�



The other night on�
Jennifer Byrne’s book show�

on the ABC, Mark Colvin of�
the mellifluous voice, read the�

begin-� ning of Roald Dahl’s�Fantastic�
Mr Fox� –� The Three Farmers:� Down in the�
valley there�were three farms.  The owners of these�
farms had done well.  They were rich men.  They were�
also nasty men.  All three of them were as nasty and�
mean as any men you could meet.  Their names�
were Farmer Boggis, Farmer Bunce and Farmer�
Bean�…  For my money Dahl is one of the best�
storytellers, quite suitable for adults as well.  My�
primary school age grandies like him to the point of�
addiction – they listen to CDs of his stories as they�
go to sleep.  We don’t need to read to them any more�
– I quite miss that.  Get in quickly you young parents�
– read to your kids before they can do it for�
themselves.�
One thing that strikes me is how deep in one’s�
memory these old stories and rhymes lie.  One line�
(for me�They’re changing guard at Buckingham�
Palace�…) will lead one to recite a whole poem.  And�
many of us can still quote lines from the Bible and�
Shakespeare given the right trigger.  I have noticed�
in the press how often journalists reference these�
sources, sometimes just in a phrase.  You can guess�
that many of them had church school backgrounds.�
When I was teaching French to multi-race classes I�
came up against the fact that�The Three Little Pigs�,�
Cinderella,� etc., were literally quite foreign to them.�
Their literary heritage, if they had one, was quite�
different.  Now I know that kids of all backgrounds�
are likely to know the old stories via the Disney�
creations – pink sugar syrup and chipmunk voices all.�
Enough said! This got me thinking about books that�
were read to me, and those I had read to my own�
kids.  They e-mailed their memories of favourites.�
My own mother, very English, brought�me up on�
Rudyard Kipling:�The Just-So�Stories�.�
My favourite was  “The cat that walked�
by himself”: ‘I am the cat that walks by�
himself and all places are alike to me.’�

Plus the enormously quotable�
–  great rhyme and rhythm –�
AA Milne:�When we were very�
young� and�Now we are six�.   And we�
moved on to�The Wind in the Willows� of�
Kenneth Grahame: ‘The Mole had been�
working hard all morning, spring-cleaning his little�
home....'.�
My children nominated�Where the Wild Things Are� of�
Maurice Sendak – his own wonderful illustrations and�
that great first line : ‘The night Max wore his wolf suit�
and made mischief of one kind and another…’.�
Followed closely by:�Ant and Bee� ( Angela Banner);�
anything by Dr Seuss, especially�The Sneetches�;�
Each Peach Pear Plum�(Janet and Allan Ahlberg);  and�
many more including the blood-curdling Grimm’s�Fairy�
Tales�.�
The grandies have been read many of the above  and�
lots of the wonderful bright new ones:  anything by�
Quentin Blake –�Fantastic Daisy Artichoke�stands out;�
and Hazel Edwards'�There’s a Hippopotamus on Our�
Roof Eating Cake,� and�Mulga Bill’s Bicycle� of A.B.�
(�Banjo�) Paterson, both illustrated by Deborah Niland.�
So what do the best kids’ books have in common?  For�
the very young,  good bouncing rhymes (no matter how�
mad), and little books they can handle. Next age group�
wants a good simple story with great pictures. And for�
the older ones - a great story. But, without question,�
good rhythmic prose and first-rate illustrations add up�
to a winning combination for everyone.�
Read away!�

 me up on�

–  Jan Aitkin�


